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BACKGROUND: The epigenome may be an important interface between environmental chemical exposures and human health. However, the links
between epigenetic modifications and health outcomes are often correlative and do not distinguish between cause and effect or common-cause rela-
tionships. The Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) framework has the potential to demonstrate, by way of an inference- and science-based analysis, the
causal relationship between chemical exposures, epigenome, and adverse health outcomes.

OBJECTIVE: The objective of this work is to discuss the epigenome as a modifier of exposure effects and risk, perspectives for integrating toxicoepige-
netic data into an AOP framework, tools for the exploration of epigenetic toxicity, and integration of AOP-guided epigenetic information into science
and risk-assessment processes.
DISCUSSION: Organizing epigenetic information into the topology of a qualitative AOP network may help describe how a system will respond to epi-
genetic modifications caused by environmental chemical exposures. However, understanding the biological plausibility, linking epigenetic effects to
short- and long-term health outcomes, and including epigenetic studies in the risk assessment process is met by substantive challenges. These
obstacles include understanding the complex range of epigenetic modifications and their combinatorial effects, the large number of environmental
chemicals to be tested, and the lack of data that quantitatively evaluate the epigenetic effects of environmental exposure.
CONCLUSION: We anticipate that epigenetic information organized into AOP frameworks can be consistently used to support biological plausibility
and to identify data gaps that will accelerate the pace at which epigenetic information is applied in chemical evaluation and risk-assessment para-
digms. https://doi.org/10.1289/EHP2322

Introduction
The epigenome is a factor that can be modified by environmental
chemical exposures. Epigenetic alterations (or the “epigenome”,
when considering epigenetics on a genome-wide scale) include
modifications to DNA, histone proteins that serve as a genome
scaffold, and other factors including noncoding RNAs that collec-
tively regulate the expression of genes without changing DNA
sequence. In short, modification to the epigenome can lead to a
change in phenotype without a change in genotype. Epigenetic
states are malleable and are influenced by both intrinsic (e.g.,
age, sex, genetic polymorphisms) and extrinsic (e.g., environ-
mental exposures, stress, diet) factors (Bowers and McCullough
2017). These “environmental factors” have quantitative effects
on the epigenome that influence health outcomes across life stages
and possibly across generations (Chamorro-García et al. 2013;
Manikkam et al. 2012; Skinner et al. 2013; Tracey et al. 2013). The
study of the epigenome causing adverse health effects of environ-
mental exposures, or “toxicoepigenetics,” is a rapidly expanding
field that has made marked progress in the past decade (Hansen
et al. 2011; Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium et al. 2015). Yet,
the possible biological pathways linking environmental exposures,

their impacts on the epigenome, and the health effects from expo-
sure are not entirely clear.

To help simplify the roles that epigenetics may play in media-
ting biological effects after exposure, epigenetic modifications
can be reduced into three effect groups. The first, an “adverse
effect,” can be defined as an exposure-induced epigenetic change
that results in either an adverse outcome or a new epigenetic
threshold vulnerable to a subsequent exposure. The second, an
“adaptive effect,” can be defined as an exposure-induced change
that primes the epigenome into a state protected from a subse-
quent exposure. The third, a “null effect,” can be defined as an
exposure-induced epigenetic change with no adverse or adaptive
outcome. Although null effects may pose no or low immediate risk
to the affected individual, it is possible that null effects may emerge
during sensitive life stages and/or propagate across generations.
Further, with respect to all three effect types, the contribution of an
exposure-induced epigenetic change to an adverse outcome can
vary depending on the biological context (e.g., developmental win-
dows of susceptibility and modulating factors such as disease).
Nevertheless, the fundamental challenge to including epigenetic
information in a risk assessment is identifying measurable
causal relationships between epigenetic modifications and health
outcomes.

A step toward discovering these causal relationships could
include collecting and organizing existing scientific evidence into
a framework that establishes evidence-based biological plausibil-
ity. The Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) paradigm (Ankley
et al. 2010) may provide the framework needed to do this, that is,
i.e., to link epigenetic study evidence (that may not inform mech-
anisms) with apical toxicological outcomes. AOPs are meant
to describe how perturbation of a biological system leads to a
particular adverse health outcome using components called mo-
lecular initiating events (MIEs), Key Events (KEs), Key Event
Relationships (KERs), and Adverse Outcomes (AOs) that are
supported by both biological plausibility and scientific evi-
dence (Table 1) (Villeneuve et al. 2014a). Progression along
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the AOP may occur as compensatory mechanisms or feedback
loops are overcome. AOPs originated from ecotoxicology as
a means to extend toxicity pathways and modes of action into
more holistic, yet systematic, descriptions of systems biology and
ecology interactions that inform pathology (Ankley et al. 2010;
Vinken et al. 2017). AOP development has been described previ-
ously (Villeneuve et al. 2014a, b), and specific guidance on devel-
oping AOPs is available (OECD 2013). AOPs are generally
accepted by regulatory agencies, and they are being extended as a
systematic framework for incorporating new and alternative meth-
ods into toxicity testing and risk assessment (OECD 2013, 2016;
Tollefsen et al. 2014). Conceptually, individual AOPs are a net-
work of components consisting of overlapping modules that can be
experimentally measured (i.e., end points or biomarkers) and used
to draw inferences about how a system will respond to a perturba-
tion. AOP components are often depicted as linear paths, but in
reality, the components are networked objects within a dimensional
biological space. This concept is critical when considering that
AOPs can be thought of as layered pages describing different path-
ways (e.g., DNA methylation, histone modification, gene expres-
sion) that collectively tell a story (supported by scientific evidence)
relating exposure, complex biology, and outcome. A more detailed
description of AOP networks and their applications can be found
in two related papers (Knapen et al. 2018; Villeneuve et al. 2018).
Collective AOP knowledge is integrated and disseminated to make
it tractable for domestic and international stakeholders to map
measured end-point or biomarker evidence to identify AOP net-
works and infer policy-relevant outcomes (see http://aopkb.org).
AOPs, however, lack dosimetry and are qualitative; therefore, they
must be transformed into a quantitative framework for practical
application toward risk assessment.

Nonetheless, the AOP paradigm may yield a clear, transpar-
ent, scientific, and evidence-based approach to causally linking
epigenome toxicity to otherwise correlative human health effects.
This approach is generally applicable to exposure-related disease
but requires expert curation. Therefore, this work extends the
field of toxicoepigenetics by not only describing the biology of
epigenetic modifications but also organizing those epigenome
toxicity pathways into an AOP-like framework. Using this struc-
tured approach helps to clarify challenges to practical application
of this knowledge as well as to experimental detection methods
that might inform epigenetic mechanisms and other data gaps.
The goal is to integrate existing science using an approach that
provides evidence-based biological plausibility that is needed to
apply observational and experimental information into the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) risk assessment para-
digm (NRC 2009).

Epigenetic Modifications
Epigenetic effects are often evaluated by examining modification
of DNA, histones, noncoding RNA, and changes in chromatin
structure. These modifications shape the genomic information
that is used to control DNA accessibility and to regulate cell- and
tissue-specific transcription, replication, and DNA repair. The hy-
pothesis is that exposure to environmental factors leads to epige-
netic (local) or epigenomic (global) effects that alter regulation
or expression (or both) of exposure-responsive genes. Changing

spatial and temporal patterns of gene regulation can affect organis-
mal development and physiologic (e.g., metabolic, endocrine, car-
diovascular, neurological, respiratory) function. However, although
some may be causative of disease, many are merely transient and
may have no phenotypic impact on health. Therefore, before organ-
izing epigenetic information into a biologically plausible frame-
work, it is important to understand what these modifications are
and their impacts on biology.

DNA methylation. To date, DNA methylation (5-methylcyto-
sine; “5-mC”) is the most-studied epigenetic modification associ-
ated with exposure. Genomic regions enriched in 5-mC are
typically transcriptionally repressed, compacted regions of the ge-
nome known as heterochromatin. Conversely, genomic regions
where 5-mC is sparse or absent are typically associated with genes
that are either active or poised to be induced. DNA methylation is
dynamic and is mediated by DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs)
and DNA demethylases (Ludwig et al. 2016). In mammals,
DNMT3a and DNMT3b establish patterns of DNA methylation
de novo during early embryo and germ cell development, and
DNMT1 maintains DNA methylation during replication. DNA
demethylation is mediated by passive dilution during DNA replica-
tion or by the Ten-eleven translocation (TET) family of DNA
demethylases, which actively oxidize 5-mC to 5-hydroxymethylcy-
tosine, 5-formylcytosine, and 5-carboxylcytosine (Bochtler et al.
2017).

These mechanisms are by no means all-inclusive, but they are
important when considering studies examining how extrinsic
factors such as diet, early-life exposures, socioeconomic status
(SES), and aging have affected DNA methylation patterns. For
example, S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) is a methyl group source
used during DNA methylation and is also consumed during the
detoxification of inorganic arsenic (iAs) to mono- and dimethy-
lated metabolites (MMA and DMA, respectively) (Bailey et al.
2013). In a cohort from Zamapan, Mexico, exposed to iAs [aver-
age 110 parts per billion ðppbÞ] in drinking water, (Bailey et al.
2013) reported a positive association between urinary MMA and
DMA levels and peripheral blood leukocyte DNA hypomethyla-
tion in the promoters of type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus target
genes. The same study participants were also evaluated for gly-
cated hemoglobin (Hba1c), and 15 out of the 16 subjects had
levels (>6%) indicative of prediabetes or diabetes status. The evi-
dence can be mapped to an AOP-like framework with the caveat
that AOPs are intended to be chemically agnostic. For example,
people were exposed to arsenic in drinking water (Figure 1, left-
most box), leading to an unknown molecular initiating effect. The
ingested arsenic was metabolized and eliminated as urinary
MMA and DMA that were positively associated with decreased
DNA methylation in people with diabetes (Figure 1, KE1 and
AO1). Although this example AOP is supported by limited and
correlative evidence, it is an example of how one may begin
organizing study data in a biologically plausible framework that
is clearly and transparently supported by accompanying evidence
tables (Tables 2 and 3).

Interestingly, the same cohort was used to identify a positive
association between hypermethylation (Figure 1, KE2) of a TP53
network and arsenic-induced skin lesions (Smeester et al. 2011).
This result was consistent with the findings of Chanda et al.
(2006), who also identified an association between arsenic-

Table 1. Description of adverse outcome pathway (AOP) components (OECD 2016; Villeneuve et al. 2014a).

Component Description

Molecular initiating event (MIE) The initial chemical–molecular interaction that is the starting point of an AOP.
Key event (KE) A measurable change in biological state that is essential for progression along an AOP.
Key event relationship (KER) A scientifically based connection that describes a directional relationship from one key event to another.
Adverse outcome (AO) An apical end point that is generally viewed as having regulatory significance.
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induced skin lesions and hypermethylation of the TP53 promoter
leading to decreased TP53 expression (KE3). TP53 is a tumor sup-
pressor, and its loss of activity propagates DNA damage (KE4), the
accumulation of mutations (KE4), and cancer (KE5) (Levine and
Oren 2009) (Figure 1A). It may be that arsenic limits methyl
donors, yet in mice prenatal folate supplementation worsened
health outcomes in male offspring exposed to iAs in utero (Tsang
et al. 2012). The lack of coherence between evidence streams is
clarified by evidence mapping and may provide a platform for
streamlining resources to address data gaps that might have other-
wise beenmissed.

Histone modifications and chromatin accessibility. DNA
strands are more than 2 in length, yet they are condensed into a
nucleus with a diameter of 5–10 lm by packaging DNA onto
nucleosomes that contain two molecules of the histone proteins
H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. Nucleosomal packaging of DNA
allows for high-order compaction but also creates the need for
controlled decompaction so that cellular functions such as tran-
scription, DNA replication, and DNA repair can occur. Histone
proteins have N- and C-terminal tails that extend outward from
the nucleosome core and are posttranslationally modified
(Kouzarides 2007). Histone tail modifications act as the letters
in an alphabet that direct the use of informa-tion encoded in the

genome; this is mediated by alterations to histone-DNA inter-
actions and the binding of specialized domains in chromatin-
interacting proteins (so-called “readers”) (Strahl and Allis
2000). These modifications are added or removed by classes of
enzymes (so-called “writers” and “erasers”) that are regulated by
cellular signaling networks and thus are responsive to the effects of
environmental exposures. Generally speaking, individual histone
modifications are described as “activating” (facilitating open chro-
matin structure and accessibility of DNA to RNA polymerase) or
“repressing” (facilitating a closed or condensed chromatin structure
that is not accessible to RNA polymerase); however, studies have
demonstrated a role for chromatin regions containing both activat-
ing and repressing modifications (“bivalent” domains) that regulate
gene expression (Bernstein et al. 2006). Chromatin states can also
vary depending on histone variants in nucleosomes. These variants
are targeted by variant-specific modifications and chromatin-
remodeling enzymes that regulate the density and distribution of
nucleosomes within gene regulatory regions (Clapier and Cairns
2009; Venkatesh and Workman 2015). The collective effects of
histone modifications, DNA methylation, histone variants, and
nucleosome remodeling at a given locus (or globally) leads to regu-
lation of both DNA accessibility and transcriptional initiation, elon-
gation, and termination.
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Figure 1. Putative Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) network for arsenic exposure. (A) Changes in DNA methylation leading to cancer and (B) changes in
histone modifications leading to psychiatric and neurological disorders. The gray oval and gray dashed lines indicate modifying factors or “risk” factors, all
dashed lines for weak weight of evidence or areas where there are data gaps. The up and down arrows within a key event (KE) box indicate the direction of
change of a KE. Note: AO, adverse outcome; KER, key event relationship.
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Histone acetylation. Histone acetylation plays a key role in
transcriptional regulation by modulating chromatin accessibility
as well as transcriptional activator recruitment to gene regulatory
regions. The acetylation of histone lysine residues is a reversible
modification that is added by histone acetyltransferases (HATs)
and removed by histone deacetylases (HDACs). Both HAT and
HDAC enzymes, such as GCN5/KAT2A and HDAC1, respec-
tively, are subunits in multiprotein complexes (Grant et al. 1997;
Lee and Workman 2007; Yang and Seto 2008) that target and
coordinate multiple histone reader, writer, and eraser functions.
The acetylation of lysine residues on histone tails aids chromatin
accessibility through two primary mechanisms. The first neutral-
izes positively charged lysine residues, leading to weakened
histone-DNA interactions (Li and Reinberg 2011). This effect is
most pronounced in H3 and H4, and the acetylation of a single
residue on H4 (H4K16) is sufficient to disrupt proper chromatin
folding (Kan et al. 2009). The second mechanism occurs when
acetylated lysine residues are bound by bromodomains, a motif
common in histone modifying and remodeling complexes.
Bromodomain binding is directed by acetyl lysine and is further
affected by other adjacent histone modifications (Filippakopoulos
and Knapp 2012).

Histone methylation. Histone tails are methylated and deme-
thylated by histone methyltransferases (HMTs) and histone deme-
thylases (HDMs), respectively, similar to histone acetylation.
However, unlike the single acetylation of individual lysine residues,
histone tails can be modified by mono- (me1), di- (me2), or trime-
thylation (me3) of the terminal amine group of lysine residues and
monomethylation, asymmetric dimethylation (dimethylation of one
of the two terminal amide groups), or symmetric dimethylation
(monomethylation of both the terminal amide groups) of arginine
residues (Kouzarides 2007). Further, whereas histone acetylation is
generally associated with open chromatin, histone methylation is
found in both open and condensed chromatin. The distribution of
specific methylated lysine residues is often associated with distinct
gene regulatory regions and function. Enhancers and active pro-

moters are typically enriched with H3K4me1 and H3K4me3,
respectively, whereas H3K36me2 and me3 are most abundant
within the bodies of actively transcribed genes (Guenther et al.
2007; Heintzman et al. 2007). In contrast, H3K9me3, H3K27me3,
and H4K20me3 are commonly associated with chromatin condensa-
tion (Kouzarides 2007). The location of these modifications is im-
portant for transcriptional regulation and is determined by the
recruitment and binding of a broad range of histone methyl-lysine
binding domains (Berger 2007; Martin and Zhang 2005). These
interactions are the foundation of downstream biological implica-
tions of histone methylation.

A broad range of toxic exposures, from arsenic to air pollution,
have been shown to alter histone acetylation and methylation pat-
terns through the dysregulation of either HAT/HDAC and HMT/
HDM expression or enzymatic activity. These effects can be simi-
larly applied to the AOP framework and are outlined in Figure 1B
and Table 3. Specifically using in vivo arsenic exposures as an
example, global H3K9me2 and H3K9ac (KE9) levels in peripheral
blood mononuclear cells were positively and negatively correlated
with arsenic and supported that arsenic exposure led to the repres-
sion of gene expression in a sex-specific manner (Chervona et al.
2012). These arsenic-mediated sex-specific epigenetic differences
were also observed during murine development in the dentate
gyrus (DG) and the frontal cortex (FC) (Tyler et al. 2015a).
Specifically, a 50 ppb developmental arsenic exposure increased
global H3K4me3 (KE10) levels, decreased histone demethylase
KDM5B, and increased the histone methyltransferase MLL
expression in the DG and FC of male mice only (KE8) (Figure
1B). The H3K4me3 enrichment mapped to the regulatory regions
of genes involved in cell development and growth, cell death and
survival, and neurological disorders (AO3) (Tyler et al. 2015b). In a
similar sex-specific manner, arsenic exposure increased H3K9ac
and the histone acetyltransferaseGCN5 in theDG,whereasH3K9ac
(KE7) and GCN5 (KE8) were decreased in the FC of male mice.
Evidence suggests that arsenic exposure during early development
is associated with psychiatric and cognitive dysfunction, yet the

Table 2. Evidence supporting adverse outcome pathway (AOP) network for DNA methylation (Figure 1A).

Key event Event description Key event relationship Reference

Exposure
IE Arsenic Exposure Sources of human exposure to inorganic arsenic (iAs) include drinking water,

diet, air, and soils (which can contain naturally occurring arsenic or
contamination from anthropogenic sources).

(ATSDR 2007)

Molecular
KE1 Decreased DNA

methylation
S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) is a methyl group source used during DNA
methylation and is also consumed during the detoxification of iAs to
mono- and dimethylated metabolites (MMA and DMA, respectively). The
consumption of SAM during As metabolism may limit the availability of
methyl donors.

(Bailey et al. 2013; Vahter and
Marafante 1988).

KE2 Increased DNA
methylation of TP53
promoter

In a cohort from Zamapan, Mexico, exposed to iAs (average 110 ppb) in
drinking water, a positive association between hypermethylation of a
TP53 network and arsenic-induced skin lesions was identified.

(Chanda et al. 2006; Smeester et al.
2011)

KE3 Decreased TP53 gene
expression

TP53 is a tumor suppressor and its loss of activity propagates DNA damage,
the accumulation of mutations, and cancer.

(Levine and Oren 2009)

Cellular/Tissue
KE4 Increased DNA damage Loss of TP53 activity propagates DNA damage. (Levine and Oren 2009)
KE5 Increased DNA mutation DNA damage may lead to the accumulation of mutations. (Levine and Oren 2009).
Organ
KE6 Increased tumors Alterations in the activity of tumor suppressor genes is positively correlated

with tumor progression.
(Yokota 2000)

Individual
AO1 Diabetes In a cohort from Zamapan, Mexico, exposed to iAs (average 110 ppb) in

drinking water, urinary MMA and DMA levels were positively associated
with peripheral blood leukocyte DNA hypomethylation in the promoters
of type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus target genes.

(Bailey et al. 2013).

AO2 Cancer Increased incidence of skin cancer was observed in populations drinking
water with high iAs concentration.

(Tseng et al. 1968; Tseng 1977)

Note: AO, adverse outcome; DMA, dimethylarsinic acid; IE, initiating event; KE, key event; MMA, monomethylarsonic acid.
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biological pathway linking epigenetic mechanism to outcome is
unclear.

Noncoding RNAs. Noncoding RNAs include microRNAs
(miRNAs), small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs), PIWI-interacting
RNAs (piRNAs) and long noncoding RNAs (>200 nucleotides,
e.g., large intergenic noncoding RNAs (lincRNAs), circular and
noncircular competitive endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs), and en-
hancer RNAs (eRNAs). Noncoding RNAs are derived from various
parts of the genome (exonic, intronic, intergenic, etc.) and are proc-
essed posttranscriptionally in different ways. Long noncoding RNA
can be processed into its mature form by RNase P, which cleaves
transfer RNA (tRNA)-like subunits from 30 termini of the mature
lncRNA and is then stabilized by formation of a 30 triple RNA
helix (Wilusz et al. 2012). miRNA biogenesis has been shown to
occur through Microprocessor complex processing of lncRNAs
(Dhir et al. 2015), but miRNAs are primarily generated from
intronic and exonic regions of protein-coding genes. Commonly, a
long primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) is cleaved by the Microproc-
essor complex, resulting in a precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA), and
exported from the nucleus by Exportin-5 and RanGTP (Slezak-
Prochazka et al. 2010). Pre-miRNA is then further processed into a
∼ 21 bp mature miRNA duplex by Dicer cleavage (Hutvágner et al.
2001). The sense or antisense strand is then loaded into the RNA-
induced silencing complex (RISC) and is then used to target mes-
senger RNA for degradation or to inhibit translation of the gene
product.

MicroRNAs are altered by environmental chemical expo-
sures, and these changes have been linked to disease and suscep-
tibility. A panel of miRNAs were associated with short-term
exposure of foundry workers to mixed particulate matter (PM)
components: miR-122 was associated with lead exposure, miR-
21 with 8-OH-dG, and miR-146 with lead and cadmium expo-
sures (Bollati et al. 2010). In another observational study,
miR-21 and miR-221 urine levels were positively associated with
arsenic and lead levels in school-age children with microalbumi-
nuria (Kong et al. 2012). Further, a panel of miRNAs found in
cord blood were correlated with in utero arsenic exposure—
including let-7a, miR-107, and miR-26b—that were also associ-
ated with cancer, diabetes, and immune response networks (Rager
et al. 2014). Related to the AOP example in Figure 1, in vitro ex-
perimental studies do provide mechanistic evidence in support of
both miR-200b– (Wang et al. 2011, 2014) and miR-190–
(Beezhold et al. 2011) mediated cancer pathogenesis in response
to arsenic dosing. Yet, collectively, the evidence streams lack

coherence for anchoring exposure to possible pathways leading to
adverse outcomes.

Despite the evidence that miRNA expression profiles were
altered by environmental exposure, evidence that these alterations
directly affected molecular progression to an adverse health out-
come was unclear. However, these measurements may be valuable
biomarkers of exposure. For example, miRNAs are detected in a
number of different biofluids (e.g., blood, urine, sputum) and are
stable in these matrices (Arroyo et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2010).
These biofluid miRNA measurements are particularly valuable
because they can indicate tissue-specific toxicity sooner and more
robustly than traditional clinical protein biomarkers (Harrill et al.
2016). Other noncoding RNAs might also be important rapid or
stable biomarkers of cellular response to exposures. For example,
eRNAs are a type of lncRNA that promote gene enhancer and
promoter interaction and transcriptional machinery recruitment
through chromatin remodeling (Li et al. 2016). After cellular per-
turbation, eRNA response is rapid (<10minutes), as with peroxi-
some proliferator activated receptor gamma (PPARc)-mediated
up-regulation with rosiglitazone exposure in mature adipocytes,
and is strongly associated with steady-state mRNA levels that
mediate cellular response (Step et al. 2014). Similarly, circular
competitive endogenous RNA (or circRNA) is a looped lncRNA
derived from various regions of the genome. circRNAs may regu-
late miRNA (and other transcripts) by acting as a molecular
“sponge” through multiple binding sites for specific miRNA,
thereby limiting miRNA seed regions to interact and subsequently
suppress messenger RNA targets (Hansen et al. 2013; Memczak
et al. 2013). circRNAs have been linked to diseases such as cancer
and, similar to miRNA, are stable, are present in circulating whole
blood, and have tissue-specific origins (Hou and Zhang 2017).

Notably, there is debate whether noncoding RNAs should be
considered an epigenetic mechanism because miRNA can be
regulated by epigenetic mechanisms, and the epigenetic machin-
ery itself can be regulated by miRNA expression (Saito et al.
2006; Tuddenham et al. 2006). For example, the miRNA (miR)-
29 family can target the de novo methyltransferases DNMT3A
and DNMT3B (Fabbri et al. 2007). In non-small cell lung cancer,
this targeting leads to an aberrant pattern of DNA methylation in
cancer cells. Further, DNA hypermethylation and increased ly-
sine methylation of histones H2K9 and H3K27 can affect the per-
sistent and decreased expression of miR-375 in mouse liver after
withdrawal of the nongenotoxic carcinogen furan (de Conti et al.
2016). However, the interdependency of miRNA and other

Table 3. Evidence supporting adverse outcome pathway (AOP) network for histone methylation (Figure 1B).

Key event Event description Key event relationship Reference

Exposure
IE Arsenic exposure Sources of human exposure to inorganic arsenic include drinking

water, diet, air, and soils (which can contain naturally occurring
arsenic or contamination from anthropogenic sources).

(ATSDR 2007)

Molecular
KE7 Decreased histone acetylase or

increased histone deacetylase activity
Arsenic exposure increased the histone acetyltransferase GCN5 in the
DG, whereas GCN5 was decreased in the FC.

(Chervona et al. 2012)

KE8 Increased histone methyltransferase or
decreased histone demethylase
activity

Developmental arsenic exposure (50 ppb decreased histone
demethylase KDM5B and increased expression of the histone
methyltransferase MLL in the DG and FC of male mice only.

(Tyler et al. 2015a, 2015b)

KE9 Decreased H3K9ac In vivo arsenic exposure was negatively correlated with global
H3K9ac levels in peripheral blood mononuclear cells in a
sex-specific manner. Histone acetyltransferase GCN5 was increased
in the DG, whereas H3K9ac and GCN5 were decreased in the FC.

(Chervona et al. 2012)

KE10 Increased H3K4me3 Developmental arsenic exposure (50 ppb) increased global H3K4me3
levels.

(Tyler et al. 2015a, 2015b)

Individual
AO3 Psychiatric and neurological disorders Arsenic exposure was positively correlated with developing psychiat-

ric disorders and cognitive dysfunction.
(Brinkel et al. 2009; Zierold et
al. 2004)

Note: AO, adverse outcome; DG, dentate gyrus; FC, frontal cortex; IE, initiating event; KE, key event.
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mechanisms that direct epigenetic phenotype is well documented
and, therefore, is considered in the context of epigenetic events
leading to adverse health outcomes.

Gap-Filling with Epigenetic and Epigenomic Methods
Early toxicoepigenetic studies have demonstrated that environmen-
tal exposures can alter the epigenome, yet the mechanistic linkage
between exposure and epigenetic modification is not clear (iAs
example, Figure 1). Chemicals could have a direct impact on the
activity of epigenetic modification enzymes (HDACS, DNMTs,
etc.), could block enzymes (such as DNMT) from accessing DNA
by activating transcription factors that bind DNA, or both. These
potential mechanisms are further complicated by the functional
consequence of biallelic epigenetic-directed gene regulation
(Cheung et al. 2017) and extrinsic factors, such as diet, that might
limit the availability of methyl donors (Tsang et al. 2012).
Furthermore, the premise that all epigenetic modifications lead to
changes in gene expression questions the practical limitations and
scope of some epigenetic assays that are expensive and do not

readily allow for evaluation of environmental effects on multiple
epigenetic modifications from a single sample. However, changes
in gene expression may not always correlate with epigenetic modi-
fication. Further, measurement methods cannot be equally
weighted owing to variation in assay sensitivity, specificity, accu-
racy, and precision. Therefore, recent advances in epigenetic
assays, mainly focusing on various scalable assays that not only
target DNA methylation and histone modifications but also pheno-
type, are presented with the understanding that the relevance of
each approach to specific science questions may depend upon
study quality aspects and prospective design.

Molecular approaches. DNA methylation. DNA methyla-
tion, that is, 5-mC, can be measured by a variety of whole genome
and site-specific approaches. Whereas traditional quantitative
methods measure cytosine methylation using high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) or mass spectrometry, a more
common practice uses a bisulfite conversion step before analysis
by sequencing. During bisulfite conversion, DNA is treated with
sodium bisulfite, which chemically converts unmethylated cyto-
sines to uracil, a base read during DNA sequencing as thymine. By

Table 4. Epigenetic modification detection methods.

Modification Detection method Description Pros/cons

DNA methylation Methylation array Bisulfite-treated DNA is hybridized to a DNA
microarray, and the ratio of methylated to
unmethylated CpGs is assessed. Includes
Illumina-based bead arrays.

Genome-scale, site-specific measure-
ments. Low to medium throughput.
Low to medium cost.

Methylated DNA
immunoprecipitation (MeDIP)

DNA is fragmented, and methylated regions are
immunoprecipitated with 5-mC capture beads.
Captured DNA is eluted and sequenced.

Genome-scale, site-specific measure-
ments biased towards hypermethylated
regions. Low throughput. Medium to
high cost.

Whole genome bisulfite sequenc-
ing (WGBS)

Bisulfite-treated DNA is sequenced without any
enrichment, thereby measuring the entire
genome.

Genome-wide measurements of DNA
methylation. Low throughput. High
cost.

Reduced representation bisulfite
sequencing (RRBS)

Similar to WGBS, but DNA is restriction-
enzyme digested to enrich for CpG-rich DNA.
DNA is then bisulfite-treated and sequenced.

Genome-scale, biased for CpG-rich
DNA. Low throughput. Medium cost.

Nucleosome positioning
and histone
modifications

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
with sequencing (ChIP-seq)

Antibodies specific to histone modifications (i.e.,
those associated with active or repressed
chromatin) are used to immunoprecipitate
crosslinked DNA, which is then subject to
next-generation sequencing.

Genome-wide measurement of histone
location and modification type. Low
throughput. Medium cost.

Drop-ChIP Micrococcal nuclease (MNase), detergents, DNA
barcodes, and sample DNA are combined using
a microfluidic method to form nucleosomal
regions flanked by DNA barcodes. The
chromatin is immunoprecipitated, amplified,
and sequenced.

Genome-scale measurements with sin-
gle-cell profiling of chromatin state.
Low throughput. Medium to high cost.

Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin with high-throughput
sequencing (ATAC-seq)

Hyperactive Tn5 transposase is integrated into
accessible regions of the genome. Adaptors tag
the locus and serve as templates for PCR
amplification of sequences.

Genome-scale measurements with high
reproducibility and resolution. Low
throughput. Medium to high cost.

Chromatin desilencing CMV-driven GFP reporter A plasmid encoding GFP is stably transfected
and selected for absence of GFP expression.
The CMV-driven promoter is highly active, and
its silencing suggests integration into a
repressive chromatin environment. Subsequent
desilencing results in GFP expression.

Phenotypic measurement not specific for
a genomic region. High-throughput
assessment of chromatin desilencing
not applicable to transgenerational
effects. Low cost.

Transgenic let-858::GFP
Caenorhabditis elegans

The transgene let-858::GFP encodes a nuclear-
localized GFP fusion protein and is expressed
in all somatic nuclei. Under normal conditions
at baseline, GFP is epigenetically silenced. C.
elegans DNA is unmethylated. GFP expression
would suggest chromatin desilencing by histone
modification independent of DNA methylation.

In vivo. Phenotypic measurement not
specific for a genomic region. High-
throughput assessment independent of
DNA methylation. Low cost.

Developmental and life-
stage effects

Daphnia Alternative invertebrate model that offers several
phenotypic end points affected by epigenetic
regulation. A useful tool for Tier 2 or follow-up
screening evaluating the effects of dose and
duration.

Invertebrate, developmental, and life-
stage model with long culture time.
Low to high throughput. Low cost.

Note: CMV, cytomegalovirus; GFP, green fluorescent protein; PCR, polymerase chain reaction.
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contrast, methylated cytosines are protected and will be read as
cytosines. The bisulfite conversion and sequencing method is often
considered the gold standard in validating methylation results from
other assays such as MeDIP (see Table 4). The type of approach to
be used depends on the cellular context and the purpose, that is, to
examine global or site-specific methylation profiles. Of the DNA
methylation approaches included, reduced representation bisulfite
sequencing (RRBS) often offers a good compromise in terms of
coverage and cost: It enriches for CpG islands and repetitive ele-
ments, but coverage is lower than in the other methods. Of note,
RRBS and other methylation-detection methods have limitations
in terms of coverage, sensitivity, cost, and sample size that might
be solved by bisulfite sequencing combined with bead arrays
(Bibikova et al. 2006), an adaptation of Illumina’s high-throughput
GoldenGate® single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sequencing
technology, which allows multiplexed detection of the methylation
status of 1,536 CpG sites for 371 genes in each well of a 96-well
plate using 250 ng of genomic DNA. Finally, 5-hydroxymethyl cy-
tosine (5-hmC), a 5-mC degradation intermediate that has some
potential functions of its own (Hackett et al. 2013; Kafer et al.
2016), is an increasingly important object of study, and techniques
to identify its presence by adapting bisulfite conversion methods
have been developed (Field et al. 2015).

Chromatin accessibility and histone modifications. Several
different methods currently exist to assess other chromatin fea-
tures in addition to DNA methylation. These methods can be di-
vided into two broad categories: those that assess nucleosome
positioning as a proxy for active/inactive chromatin and those
that more specifically examine various types of histone modifica-
tions commonly associated with either transcriptional activity or
repression (such as H3K4me3 or H3K9me3, respectively) (Bock
and Lengauer 2008; Tsompana and Buck 2014) (Table 4). In
most cases, the large amount of chromatin needed to accurately
assess chromatin composition has precluded the development of
high-throughput methods. However, the Drop-ChIP (Rotem et al.
2015) and Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin with
high-throughput sequencing (ATAC-Seq) approaches may cir-
cumvent this problem by profiling at the single-cell or well level
(Table 4) (Bao et al. 2015; Buenrostro et al. 2015). Drop-ChIP is
an adaptation of the chromatin immunoprecipitation and sequenc-
ing (ChIP-seq) method and combines the use of microfluidic

devices with nucleosome tagging and chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation steps (Rotem et al. 2015). The tags allow single-cell profil-
ing of their chromatin but also, via the aggregation of data from
multiple cells of the same type, reconstruction of a high-
resolution profile (Rotem et al. 2015). Drop-ChIP has not yet
been adapted as a high-throughput platform, but it is tentatively
possible to produce droplets of different cell types in a sequential
manner that would be fused with different sets of bar codes,
thereby creating a multiplexed assay. In contrast, ATAC-Seq
shows a high degree of reproducibility and resolution for map-
ping accessible (i.e., open, chromatin-rich) regions, and requires
little sample input. Thus, this method probes for genomic regions
of lower nucleosome density and has been adapted for cells in
culture in a 96-well format (Bao et al. 2015). Drop-ChIP and
ATAC-Seq represent two practical and advantageous methods
that require low material input and provide high-resolution chro-
matin profiling and mapping. These methods may be very useful
for assessing epigenetic changes in response to multiple chemi-
cals or in dose–response applications.

Phenotypic approaches. In contrast to the direct-measure mo-
lecular approaches, phenotypic approaches have the advantage of
directly screening chemicals for epigenetic effects. These meth-
ods could be used for chemical screening followed by measuring
epigenetic marks through the assays described above. Several
approaches are presented, in cell culture and in vivo, that may be
leveraged for a chemical’s epigenetic impact.

Cell culture setting. Martinez and colleagues describe the
use of cytomegalovirus (CMV)-driven green fluorescent protein
(GFP) reporter in mouse or human cell lines for chemical screen-
ing (Johnson et al. 2008; Martinez et al. 2006). In their assay
scheme, a plasmid encoding GFP and the neo gene is transfected
and is then selected for integration over several passages using
G418 selection. Stable lines are then selected for both G18 resist-
ance and absence of GFP expression, surmising that silencing of
the highly transcriptionally active CMV promoter would repre-
sent an integration in a repressive chromatin environment. This
approach was first validated using HDAC inhibitors and was then
applied to small molecule screening (Johnson et al. 2008). By
performing a screen against 69,137 small molecules, the authors
were able to identify novel chemicals that acted as chromatin
desilencers and to extract structure–activity relationships. This
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tantalizing approach is similar to the nematode assay described
below and has the advantage of high scalability, but it does not
allow the monitoring of epigenetic effects across generations.

Caenorhabditis elegans. The nematode Caenorhabditis ele-
gans is a free-living roundworm that has been extensively used
as a model system for the study of a wide variety of cellular and
developmental processes. Of particular relevance is that C. ele-
gans lacks 5-mC, and it has been used for the identification of
novel chromatin-regulating factors as well as for toxicity studies
(Ferreira and Allard 2015; Lundby et al. 2016; Parodi et al.
2015). A transgenic let-858::GFP roundworm has recently been
adapted in a fluorescence-based assay that evaluates chemical
effects on removal of chromatin marks such as H3K4 methylation
and the addition of repressive marks such as H3K9 methylation
independent of DNA methylation in the germline (Table 4)
(Kelly et al. 1997). The strain can therefore be used as a sensor to
detect chemical exposures that lead to chromatin deregulation
and desilencing. Worms are amenable to culture in 96-well plates
and can be imaged in 96- or 384-well plates; therefore, the
method is potentially scalable. Initial validation of the assay for
chemical screening has been reported using known chemical
inhibitors of chromatin-modifying enzymes such as valproic
acid, a well-characterized histone deacetylase inhibitor (Lundby
et al. 2016).

Daphnia. The microcrustacean Daphnia collectively refers to
a collection of species, most commonly D. magna and D. pulex,
that have been used for ecological, environmental, and genetic
studies (Harris et al. 2012). Daphnia offers several key advantages
for epigenetic studies compared with other, perhaps more com-
mon, model organisms such as C. elegans and Drosophila mela-
nogaster. First, Daphnia research over the last 150 y has generated
a wealth of ecological data that encompass a deep understanding
of its response to a variety of ecotoxicological conditions (Harris
et al. 2012; Stollewerk 2010). Second, Daphnia shows a repertoire
of epigenetic modifications that also include DNA methylation, a
mark that has been shown to be responsive to environmental expo-
sures (Robichaud et al. 2012; Vandegehuchte et al. 2009). Third,
Daphnia species offer a wide variety of characteristics and pheno-
types, such as egg type, growth, fertility and body morphs, that are
highly dependent on environmental cues and on epigenetic marks.
Variants in body morphs, such as Daphnia exhibiting a helmet or a
neck tooth formation, are induced in response to the presence of
predators, whereas variants in body length (e.g., growth) and repro-
duction (e.g., number of progeny) have been shown to be sensitive
to chemical inhibitors ofDNAmethylation such as 5-azacytidine (5-
aza) and the pesticide vinclozolin (Vandegehuchte et al. 2010). For
example, 5-aza reduces both length and reproduction in the parental
generation (F0) of D. magna as well as in their progeny (F1;
Vandegehuchte et al. 2010). However, vinclozolin only affects
growth in the F0 and does not affect reproduction (Harris et al. 2012;
Vandegehuchte et al. 2010). With their small size, 1–5 mm,
Daphnia species are amenable to in vitro culture conditions and
assays. However, the chemical characterization of their epigenetic
regulation requires culture over several days (up to 7 d). Although
slow, this alternative model is a valuable tool for the validation of
epigenetic effects initially observed in othermodel systems.

The assays described above all have the potential to illuminate
the study of environmental influences on the epigenome. The
choice of strategy is highly dependent on the context of the study.
For example, use of the C. elegans model may not offer the best
context to study the epigenomic perturbation in a cell type that can
be simply obtained from human or mouse. However, the high
degree of conservation of epigenetic pathways and the ability to
easily follow epigenetic modifications over several generations
make this model highly suitable for transgenerational studies. The

choice of platform is also dependent on the amount of material and
the degree of data complexity required. For example, ATAC-seq
requires little starting material and can provide a high-resolution
map of genomic loci of higher chromatin accessibility. However,
this method will not provide direct mechanistic insight into local
epigenetic alterations such as changes in methylation or histone
mark patterns. In those instances, RRBS or Drop-ChIP might be
better options even if slightly more material is needed. Finally,
cross-platform validation is likely to increase the reliability of the
outcome. For example, one could start screening chemicals for a
phenotypic readout, such as the use of the cell culture model
described above, and follow the positive hits with ATAC-seq to
assess chromatin relaxation across the genome.

Methodological Challenges. To determine whether epige-
netic changes associated with exposure might contribute to
adverse health outcomes, a baseline epigenetic state is needed for
comparison. Several large research consortia have focused on
generating reference epigenomic maps from normal human cell
and tissue types, including the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) Roadmap Epigenomics Program (http://www.roadmape
pigenomics.org/) (Roadmap Epigenomics Consortium et al.
2015) and the International Human Epigenome Consortium (http://
ihec-epigenomes.org) (Stunnenberg et al. 2016). Reference maps
such as these can be useful guides for interpreting exposure-
associated epigenetic differences. These reference maps help to
distinguish changes that may be directly linked to the exposure
from changes that are more reflective of the relative ratios of spe-
cific cell types that make up a heterogeneous tissue sample. In
essence, sample source and cell type heterogeneity (i.e., human
genetic heterogeneity) are problematic in epigenomic studies
because human samples often consist of blood (owing to ease of
access) that is composed of mixed cell types. Each cell type has a
unique epigenetic profile, and the relative proportion of each cell
type in a sample may vary as a result of exposure (Stiegel et al.
2016). Reference resources and maps for a given cell type are typi-
cally collected from a limited number of people and provide no in-
formation about baseline epigenetic variation at a given locus. The
implication is that high levels of underlying epigenetic variation
could make it difficult to distinguish exposure-induced “signal”
from background noise.

Discussion

Interpreting the Evidence
There is a clear challenge to linking epigenetic effects with out-
comes in chemical risk assessment that supports the use of the
AOP framework to organize epigenetic data into an inference-
based biologically plausible framework. Integration of the evidence
into conceptual frameworks, such as those depicted in Figure 1 and
supported by Tables 2 and 3, improves interpretation of scientific
information that, if not properly contextualized, is otherwise per-
ceived as tenuous. For example, arsenic (and likely many other
environmental toxicants) is not directly mutagenic, but it invokes
epigenetic changes that may dysregulate the expression of tumor
suppressors or oncogenes (Shinjo and Kondo 2015). Furthermore,
epigenome reprogramming occurs during early embryonic and pri-
mordial germ cell development (Hackett and Surani 2013) and
may restore epigenetic marks altered by prior exposure. However,
exposures that occur during these developmentally sensitive win-
dows may also lead to permanent reprogramming of the methyl-
ome, thus playing a role in the developmental origins of health and
disease (Desai et al. 2013; Newbold et al. 2007), possibly including
malignancy.

AOP evidence mapping exercises are broadly applicable to
other environmental toxicants (e.g., metals, trichloroethylene and
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its metabolites, air pollution, benzene) that have been character-
ized as inducing epigenetic toxicity and have been reviewed
(Bowers and McCullough 2017; Hodjat et al. 2017). The implica-
tion is that real-world exposures uniquely alter pharmacodynam-
ics or molecular initiating effects that propagate across biology to
achieve homeostasis, similar to a ripple in a pond, and converge
at key events. These key events can be explicitly measured, used
to infer outcome, and interpreted in the context of additional risk
and modulating factors, such as genetic susceptibility, disease
status, or nutrition. These concepts are critical for evaluating epi-
genetic modifications where the adversity depends on adaptive,
adverse, or null effect types.

There is light at the end of the tunnel for epigenetic research-
ers hoping to intersect with the risk assessment community.
Evidence-based mapping (ideally guided by a systematic litera-
ture search) can be used to help formulate the questions and to
direct future research and resources (James et al. 2016) to areas
where further scientific understanding of epigenetics is needed.
Figure 2 outlines a general approach for evaluating an environ-
mental protection goal where the state of the science is systemati-
cally analyzed using structured methods to identify existing
studies that address the relevant questions (e.g., are epigenetic
modifications adverse?). The relevant body of literature is sys-
tematically evaluated, considering the design, methods, conduct,
and documentation irrespective of the study results. Assessing
the study quality is an essential step to rule out bias before
extracting results for interpretation (Ågerstrand et al. 2011;
Beronius et al. 2014a, 2014b; Sterne et al. 2016). Even so, evalu-
ating the significance of observational and experimental response
data without proper biological context could result in meaning-
less and confusing interpretation. Organizing the evidence into a
biologically based AOP framework can provide a roadmap from
effect to outcome, help shape future research questions, and fill
(or highlight) evidence gaps.

Confidence in epigenetic data supported by an AOP frame-
work may be enhanced by including weight of evidence and visu-
als. Weight of evidence guidance for the AOP framework has
been previously described in the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) (2016) Users’ Handbook
supplement to the Guidance Document on the Reporting of
Defined Approaches to be Used within Integrated Approaches to
Testing and Assessment that identifies biological plausibility, em-
pirical support, and uncertainties or inconsistencies that one key
event will lead to another that can be cited from the literature.
These evidence streams could be depicted by solid versus dashed
arrows (Figure 1), the weight of an arrow or outline of a box, or
some other type of quantitative visualization. A table with referen-
ces, doses, study details, study types (epidemiologic, experimental,
or controlled human exposure) could also complement the AOP.
Ultimately, however, these qualitative AOP frameworks are more
useful for hazard identification and would require translation into a
framework that captures a quantitative understanding between ex-
posure dose and effect. Nonetheless, organizing evidence using the
AOP framework is an approach to clearly evaluating the biological
evidence and should boost confidence during interpretation and in-
formation dissemination.

Conclusion
Toxicoepigenetics is a dynamic field that may have broad impli-
cations in human health and disease; however, there are chal-
lenges to be overcome before epigenetic data can be readily
integrated into the chemical evaluation process. Organizing epi-
genetic information into AOP frameworks may help identify
cause-and-effect relationships that help guide a science-based
analysis of how a system will respond to epigenetic perturbations.

The concept of harmonizing toxicological information using a
broad toxicological framework to improve decision making is not
new and was recently reviewed (Edwards et al. 2016). This
approach could address the “basic problem in risk assessment . . .
the incompleteness of data” (NRC 2009, p. 22). It is possible that
epigenetic data can be layered with other diverse data streams and
be used to inform events within the AOP framework so that there is
sufficient evidence to conclude clear relationships between expo-
sure, epigenetic modification, and adverse outcome. Yet, the suc-
cess of the AOP framework and the pace at which epigenetic
information is incorporated into the risk-assessment process
depend on expert-driven AOP development and broad participa-
tion from the toxicoepigenetic community. The AOP paradigm
may provide a platform for integrating toxicoepigenetic informa-
tion with other biological pathways so that we may better under-
stand if exposure-mediated epigenetic effects have an impact on
adverse outcomes. This work breaks down barriers to incorporat-
ing epigenetic studies in science-based chemical risk assessment
by describing a practical and integrative science-based approach.
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